Sepsis update: management of severe sepsis and septic shock in the emergency department after the withdrawal of Xigris
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Xigris, a systemic anticoagulant used for the management of patients with severe sepsis and septic shock, has recently been removed from the market. Also known as drotrecogin alfa (activated) or activated protein C, this medication is no longer available for use. Recommendations and guidelines (including the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians [CAEP] sepsis guidelines) require revision to reflect this important development.

The story of Xigris serves as a cautionary tale, which has both advanced and distracted the care of patients with severe sepsis/septic shock. Few emergency physicians may be aware of the history of this medication, the controversy surrounding it, and evidence leading to its use and subsequent termination as a treatment option.

THE XIGRIS STORY

The pathophysiology of sepsis is complex, and the medical literature is ripe with promising medications thought to be of potential benefit based on physiologic principles but that have not translated into clinical utility. Multiple cytokines and other molecules thought to be important in the pathophysiology of severe sepsis and septic shock have been identified, but attempts to influence these biochemical pathways have been disappointing.

Early data on Xigris indicated a significant anti-inflammatory effect and a possible improvement in outcome in patients with sepsis. Subsequent clinical investigations culminated in a phase III clinical trial (PROWESS), which demonstrated a 6.1% absolute mortality benefit in patients with severe septic shock who received Xigris. However, controversy surrounded the evidence for Xigris. The PROWESS study was terminated early for efficacy after both a protocol alteration and a modification in the production of the drug compound occurred midtrial. Despite these factors, Xigris was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) under the following conditions: 1) that it be used only in patients with severe sepsis (an APACHE II score > 25) and 2) follow-up data on the efficacy and safety were to be supported by Eli Lilly, the manufacturer. Xigris was widely adopted for use in severe sepsis and septic shock.

The cost of the drug was set in the range of $8,000 to $10,000/treatment, which challenged hospital budgets. Eli Lilly instituted an extensive marketing campaign to promote the use of Xigris on a global scale. Given the burden of severe sepsis and septic shock worldwide, the potential for a substantial return on the development investment was enormous. One particular promotion included funding of a group of experts to develop recommendations for the management of severe sepsis and septic shock, which included the use of Xigris and directly supported the initial “Surviving Sepsis” campaign and guidelines. Xigris became entrenched as a standard in severe sepsis and septic shock despite minimal supporting evidence, and physicians were ethically inclined to use Xigris on a routine basis.
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Concerns regarding Xigris arose when data from additional investigations by Eli Lilly on Xigris use in children and patients with less severe sepsis indicated both a lack of benefit and the possibility of harm.\textsuperscript{9,10} Skepticism mounted, and calls for a confirmatory clinical trial in patients with severe sepsis and septic shock increased. Ultimately, the PROWESS-SHOCK trial was initiated to address the concerns.\textsuperscript{11}

The PROWESS-SHOCK trial did not confirm the findings of the original PROWESS trial. Fortunately, there seemed to be no indication that Xigris was associated with an increased incidence of severe adverse events (Xigris 1.2\% vs. placebo 1.0\%). However, 28-day mortality in the 1,680 patients was not statistically different between patients receiving Xigris (26.4%) compared to placebo (24.2%). Consequently, the drug was withdrawn from the market by Eli Lilly.

REFLECTIONS ON XIGRIS AND SEVERE SEPSIS

There has been variable fallout in the medical community after the withdrawal of Xigris, ranging from anger and fuel for cynicism to the thought that it is part of medication development. It is estimated that the culminated sales had reached $1.5 billion globally since FDA approval in 2001.\textsuperscript{12} At best, we have been treating the sickest septic shock patients with an expensive medication that has no benefit, and at worst we have wasted money and research resources on a potentially harmful drug. There are many lessons to be learned here for all of us.

However, one view should not be lost in the chaos: sepsis care has improved dramatically in the 10 years since Xigris has been released, not in small part to the promotion of Xigris.\textsuperscript{13,14} Although perhaps not the ultimate intention, the marketing for Xigris has served to educate many on the importance of patient identification and the institution of care in an expedient manner. It is probable that if Xigris had not been released, there would not have been substantial funding for, and dissemination of sepsis-related information, including cohesive and relevant clinical guidelines for the care of septic patients.

What does this mean for emergency medicine? First, the emergency care of septic patients should not change because this medication was used as therapy once patients arrived in the intensive care unit. We should continue to strive to identify septic patients early, administer broad-spectrum antimicrobials expeditiously, resuscitate aggressively, and attempt source control, as outlined in the CAEP sepsis guidelines.\textsuperscript{1} Second, emergency physicians can learn valuable lessons from the Xigris story. There is always good and bad when considering the agenda of pharmaceutical companies. We need to continue to hold a healthy skepticism when considering all medical medications and interventions. In this case, we should not have had to wait 10 years and spent billions of dollars for an answer.
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